
Jumping Joeys!

A welcome refugee in Surrey Hills
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Notwithstanding the constrictions of COVID-19,  
Surrey Hills Neighbourhood News continues to be 
published and delivered every two months.  The 
frequent feedback is how important it is to keep contact 
with our neighbours and their stories.  Thanks to all 
the volunteers who are involved.  If you would like to 
write something for the next edition, send an email to 
wchandler@bigpond.com , If you would like to be a 
deliverer as part of your daily exercise, contact Shima at 
manager@surreyhillsnc.org.au 

The Tarrant car 
had an important 
association with  
Surrey Hills. 

Who would like to 
write an article for 
the next edition?

Neighbourhood News ongoing

Following extensive Scout Hall renovation last year, 1st 
Canterbury Scout Group continues to grow.  Once Victoria 
experiences an easing of the COVID-19 restrictions, will be 
starting a new Joey Mob, the youngest section in Scouting.  
Joeys, who are aged 5-7 years, will meet on Wednesdays from 
5.00 - 6.00pm at The Gunyah, 25 Shierlaw Avenue Canterbury.

Led by trained volunteer Leaders, Joeys spend their 
evenings being active with games, stories, craft activities and 
‘adventures’ like nature walks, all of which are based around 
the categories of Friendship and Belonging, Adventure and 
Leadership.  Joey Scouts learn how to share and care and 
help other people.  They also learn how to recognise native 
birds and animals and develop an understanding of the 
impact of our modern world on the environment.

“We hope that once they are settled, the Joeys will enjoy 
the experience of a sleep-over at the Hall and possibly 
attend the Group’s camp at Harris Park in Mt Martha at 
the end of the year”, said Wendy, one of the Joey Leaders.  
As part of the worldwide Scouting Movement, Joeys have 
their own uniform and goals to achieve prior to their 
move up to the Cub Pack at around eight years of age.  
It’s never too late to join, and it’s free until the end of the 
year!  Joining the Joey Mob is not the only option at 1st 
Canterbury.  The Group also runs and welcomes new 
members in its two Cub Packs, Scout Troop, Venturer Unit, 

Emergency department nurse Michael Ayayi is one of many 
refugees who’s been working on the frontline helping 
people with COVID-19.  He’s always wanted to help people 
and give back to the Australian community that took him 
and his family in.  It’s been a long road to get to his current 
situation, but now he’s living happily in Surrey Hills, with 
his girlfriend and dog.

“Mum came here as a refugee because there was a civil 
war in Liberia.  She was here for five or six years before we 
managed to get here, but we had not actually seen her for 
nine years because we were separated during the civil war.  
“My dad, sister, brother, and myself were in Ivory Coast 
and came here in 2011.  Mum came to escape the civil war 
and Dad wanted us to be a family again and have a better 
education and future.

“Today, I am a registered emergency department nurse.  
I’ve always been motivated to help people and really 
wanted to give back to the Australian community.  There 
are a lot of stereotypes surrounding Africans in Australia: 
people often think we are troublemakers or violent but 
that is not the case.  Often in my community, I feel like once 
we come to Australia the mentality is to go directly to full 
time work without any higher education qualifications.  
This often means that the jobs are not high paying or there 
is little to no long-term career progression.

“There is also an unspoken fear that we do not want to 
pursue our dreams because we are scared of failure.  While 
Australia is a multicultural country, we still feel if we go 
and study and then go for a job interview, they will not 
choose someone like us.  The Ghanaian Youth Association 
of Victoria is a small community-driven group that puts 
on soccer events, celebrations, and so on.  I am quarter 
Ghanaian, but it is one of the only African communities 
I have joined since I came to Australia.  The leaders  
of the community encourage younger ones to pursue  
their dreams.”

“Of course my parents, siblings and girlfriend also give me 
hope, and always encourage me to keep working hard.  I 
was lucky in that my parents wanted me to study before 
working full time, and I am grateful for the opportunities 
they have given me.  By doing nursing, I feel I am able to 
give back to the community for giving me and my family an 
opportunity for a better life here.”

“When COVID-19 started, we were really busy, but it's 
started settling down now.  At first, I was pretty excited.  
This is what I had trained for, this was what all the studying 
was for:  I could utilise all my knowledge from university.  I 

as well as the local Rover Crew.  Enquiries can be made at  
gl.1stcanterbury@scoutsvictoria.com.au

1st Canterbury Scout Group follows the advice of Scouts 
Victoria and the State Government in relation to Covid-19 
and when face-to-face Scouting resumes, will practice 
good social distancing and hygiene to ensure the safety 
of its members.  1st Canterbury embraces the Scouts 
Australia policy of Child Safe Scouting.

Wendy Selle

was also a bit nervous though.  We didn’t really know what 
we would be facing, what we would be getting into.  For 
nurses and doctors, it's all about treating people who are 
sick and injured and sending them home well.  But with 
this, we knew from what was happening overseas that 
the nurses and doctors were getting sick too, so I was  
slightly scared.  However, the other side of it was that 
I knew this was a great opportunity to use my skills and 
learn even more.”

“My life was basically going to work and go home because 
of the lockdown.  I didn't really see anyone outside of 
my work and family.  But I live in a great community and 
everyone was so kind.  When I got home from work there 
would be boxes of chocolates on my doorstep!  Everyone 
was so supportive!  I would also get lovely text messages 
from my soccer club and friends.  Everyone has been so 
wonderful through what’s obviously been a difficult time.”

Michael Ayayi can be contacted at  
refugee.casework@amnesty.org.au
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Term 3
Monday 13 July to Friday 18 September

AGM
Thursday 10 September at 2pm

Community Care
We can help match you with 
community helpers who can help you 
with shopping, running errands or 
supplying some meals. If you need 
help, contact us by email or phone us.
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Diary dates 

Most of our members 
and participants by 
now would have heard 
from us this week as we 

have been very busy trying to 
rearrange classes again to try    

      to get as many as we could online for 
at least the next six weeks. 

 We have returned to contactable hours of 10am-
2pm via phone on 9890 2467 or email at enquiries@
surreyhillsnc.org.au Monday to Friday.

 It’s understandable to feel deflated about the return 
of restrictions around COVID-19. 

Reach Out, an organisation supporting young 
people and their parents, have included some tips to 
look after yourself during COVID-19. You can find the 
full article at https://au.reachout.com/articles/10-
ways-to-take-care-of-yourself-during-coronavirus, 
but I have summarised some of it below because I 
think there are some great suggestions:

1. Stay active

 2. Take 10 to be zen

3. Chat with friends

 4. Jump on an online forum of interest to you

5. Make a home made meal

6. Take a break from the news

7. Make a music playlist

8.  Declutter for five minutes

9.  Watch or read something uplifting

 10.  Learn something new.

Keep safe and keep well everyone.

Shima Ibuki, Centre Manager

We are still offering a range of activities and courses delivered online via Zoom in Term 3 while 
the Centre is closed due to COVID-19. If you are new to Zoom, we will help you install it so you 
can participate in our courses from your home. Our online courses help you to continue learning, 
connect with others and keep active.

Arts & Creative Pursuits
Drawing via Zoom  
Drawing skills can be a great introduction to other art 
mediums. This class is particularly suitable for beginners 
but also suits those wanting to expand their repertoire of 
drawing and art skills.
Tuesdays 2.30pm – 4.30pm 
$10 per lesson paid per term

Watercolour painting via Zoom  
Taught by local artist, Velda Palazzi, students explore and 
apply a variety of techniques to increase their confidence 
and skills in using this beautiful and versatile medium.
Wednesdays 1pm – 3pm 
$10 per lesson paid by term

Mixed media for beginners via Zoom  
Release your inner creativity and explore a new medium 
including watercolour, drawing, collage and abstract.
Fridays 2pm – 4pm 
$10 per lesson paid per term

Creating Connections via Zoom  
A weekly faciliated art program run for people with early 
on-set dementia.
Starts Friday 24 July, 1pm – 2:30pm
$240 (8 weeks)

Fitness & Wellbeing
Strength training via Zoom 
Our strength training classes aim to exercise core muscles 
using weights. Designed to cover a wide range of abilities. 
Contact SHNC for class availability as this is a popular 
program.
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wedensdays, Thursdays and 
Fridays 8.30am – 9.30am
Tuesdays 11.30am – 12.30am 
$5.75 per class (over 65 years) 
$8 per class (under 65 years) 
paid per term

Yoga via Zoom  
Enjoy the wonderful benefits of the deeply nourishing 
hatha yoga with our experienced facilitators. Suitable for 
beginners to experienced. 
Mondays 6pm – 7pm or 7.15pm – 8.15pm
$17 per lesson paid per term

Active Living 60 plus via Zoom
This class focusses on balance, stretch, strength and 
light cardio to keep you active and confident about your 
movement.
Mondays 11.30pm - 12.30pm
$16 per class paid per term

Pilates via Zoom
These classes focus on strengthening deep abdominal and 
pelvic floor muscles to improve posture, body awareness, 
breathing and an increased sense of wellbeing.
Mondays 10am - 11am
$17 per class paid per term

Music
Ukulele  via Zoom 
Learn to play the ukulele with Des Mahoney. Des  will infect 
you with his love for this compact instrument! The most fun 
you can have with four strings! Classes available for all levels.
Beginners
Wednesday 2.45pm – 3.45pm 
$16 per lesson paid per term

Beginners Continuing
Wednesday 1.30pm – 2.30pm
$16 per leson paid per term

Advanced
Tuesday 7pm – 8pm
$16 per lesson paid per term
Wednesday 2.45pm – 3.45pm
$16 per lesson paid per term

Literature and Languages
Book groups online  
Connect and share your pleasure of reading with other like-
minded people.
4th Tuesday 7pm – 8.30pm

Social Groups 
Women’s Reflection Circle 
Come together in a relaxed space that honours women’s 
wisdom and share life experiences. Reflect, connect and 
enjoy themes and topics chosen by the group.  
Fridays fortnightly 10am – 11.30am 
$4.50 per session

Children
Karma Kids Yoga - 4 weeks introductory course via 
Zoom
Yoga is an activity suitable for all ages and levels of physical 
capabilities. It provides a wholistic approach that supports 
not only the physical aspect of a person's wellbeing, but also 
takes care of mental, emotional, spiritual and social needs - 
things that are so important for children's development.

These classes are taught by Rachael Kent who is passionate 
about sharing her knowledge to help children achieve 
happier bodies and minds.

Mini Yogis (3-4 years old)
Starts Tuesday 18 August 9.30am - 10am
$40 (4 weeks)

Minor Yogis (5-8 years old)
Starts Wed 19 August 4.30pm -5.15pm
$60 (4 weeks)

Tween Yogis (9 - 12 uears old)
Starts Thursday 20 August 4.30pm - 5.15pm
$60 (4 weeks)

Volunteers required to deliver community 

meals. Call David Winter 0438 833 917
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Putting one foot  
in front of the other
One of the most noticeable results of COVID-19 is the number of people out walking - 
couples, families, dogs on leads - all socializing at a distance, all ready to exchange greetings, 
all enjoying a relaxing time together, activities which I suspect were not previously part of 
their regular routines.  While I have felt constrained and certainly bored at times, the fact 
that it has been an undemanding and calm space has forced me into reflection, even a 
reassessment of priorities. 

I’ve just read Paula Constant’s Slow Journey South where she broke away from the 
conventional routines in Australia to walk 12,000km from Trafalgar Square to Morocco - 
and then across the Sahara, with her camel!   For Paula it was a journey of unparalleled 
self- discovery.  Walking is good for the soul because, whatever faith or spiritual path you 
follow, it unites the body and spirit in a whole being.  Apart from the physical benefits 
of stepping away from the daily routines to walk and reflect, it reminds us that we are 
connected to the wholeness of creation and our desire to be an integral part of it. 

Like us, many of you are probably walking the neighbourhood regularly during this 
COVID-19 time.  The simple pleasure of rhythm, motion and breathing is, in itself, relaxing.  
Hugh MacKay wrote an article about New Year’s Resolutions where the majority said they 
wanted to slow down - and I wonder how much of this could be achieved by walking 
places.  Walking in Italy and France, my wife and I met and talked with some of the walkers 
on the Camino de Santiago trail where there is a constant sacred link with the churches, 
monasteries, and legends of faith along the way.  St Paul knew the power of walking.  He 
probably walked most days of his life.  “For we walk by faith, not by sight”, he said in a letter 
to his friends, 2 Corinthians: 5.7.  He encouraged his followers to walk, focusing on the 
eternal rather than the temporal: it took away distractions and gave them time to reflect; 
it connected them with creation - and at times probably brought unexpected inspiration.

Somehow, I feel it’s only when we walk a place we have the right to say we’ve really been 
there: you feel connected; you see details you never see from a car – or even a bike.  Whether 
it’s a half hour walk around the streets, or a three week trek in the Himalayas, everywhere 
is in walking distance if you make the time.  So get out and walk friends!  It’s easy.  You just 
put one foot in front of the other – and leave the headphones at home!

Bryan Long is a member and leader at the Surrey Hills Uniting Church, and can be 
contacted at brylong2@gmail.com 

Union Road  
updates

SHPA update

Following the last edition of Surrey Hills 
Neighbourhood News regarding delays, 
Boroondara Council now says that 
40kph speed limit electronic signs will 
be installed in Union Road, Mont Albert 
Road to Canterbury Road, by October.  
(Given Council is currently unable to 
meet physically, citizens and ratepayers 
are able to view meetings online, 
live or after the event.  See details at  
https://tinyurl.com/yywr6vno.

Local State MP, Paul Hamer, says he still 
does not have any information about the 
promised community consultations for 
Union Road and Mont Albert Road crossing 
removals.  The Government decided the 
railway will be under both roads, with 
new stations at both Surrey Hills and 
Mont Albert, but important details about 
the design - retaining Robinson Road 
link for low vehicles and pedestrians, a 
linear cycle path, and parking and other 
development around the stations - are 
still unclear.

The first Surrey Hills Progress Association 
was established on 1 May 1889 and 
continues today, having had some breaks 
over the 130 year history.  The present 
Association was formed in 2010 after 
the unannounced demolition of the 
former Surrey Hills Post Office, built in 
1912.  The activities and achievements 
of the Association over this past decade 
including heritage protection, planning 
and shopping centre improvements 
are outlined on our website  
www.surreyhillsprogress.org.au and 
Facebook page. 

One of the key challenges of our next phase 
is to participate in public consultation 
and review of plans to remove the level 
crossings in Union Road and Mont Albert 
Road and construction of new railway 
stations at Mont Albert and Surrey Hills.  
Project updates have consistently said 
the design will involve placing the railway 
line under Union and Mont Albert Roads, 
within an open trench.  Key things to 
look at will include how the present 
Mont Albert Station building is protected, 
pedestrian connections, bicycle provision, 
car parking, and overall urban design and 
landscaping. We also hope a public toilet 
will be included in the project to serve  
the Union Road commercial area and 
railway precinct. 

Visitors to our meetings and new 
members are warmly welcomed.  The 
President, Greg Buchanan, can be 
contacted at gbuchanan988@gmail.com 

0439 493 710
Scott Wainwright
Licensed Plumber & Gasfitter

.com.au

Surrey Hills Neighbourhood News is published 
for information and interest by Surrey Hills 
Neighbourhood Centre Incorporated, 157 Union 
Road, Surrey Hills, Phone 9890 2467.

Views expressed do not necessarily reflect the 
policy of the Neighbourhood Centre Committee 
of Management, Boroondara Council or 
Whitehorse Council.

Editor:  Bill Chandler  
Setup and Printing:  NEO Pty Ltd Mulgrave

NEXT DEADLINE:   
29 September  2020 at SHNC 157 Union Rd  
Surrey Hills or email wchandler@bigpond.com

REC: 22846

Your local electrician,  
based in Surrey Hills

All Electrical Work 
Prompt & Reliable Service 
Quality Workmanship

Call Jon: 0437 771 918 
info@eagelectrical.com.au

Electrical
Services

• Professional Grooming 
of  all breeds  

• Large breeds welcome
• DIY Hydrobathing 

• Grooming products

• Trainee groomer wanted

 
• Bedding, Collars, Leads, 

Coats, Toys and more! 

PHONE: (03) 9888 6555
490 Whitehorse Rd, Surrey Hills, VIC

Find us on Facebook

 - Pre-sale presentaaon

- Rental makeovers

- Furniture hire and styling

-Call for a free quote

0 4 8 8  1 1  1 3  1 1

Your property makeover specialists

www.propertyrevive.com.au

springosteo.com.au 
9830 7044 
2/486 Whitehorse Rd, Surrey Hills 

Osteo 
Pilates 
Massage

Gardening is my biggest passion:  I have dedicated my career and a large portion of my 
leisure time to it.  I know first-hand the significant mental and physical health benefits of 
spending time in the garden and the immense satisfaction of growing and harvesting my 
own fruit and vegetables.

Even so, I was a little surprised by the huge rush of people wanting to buy vegetable seeds 
and seedlings when we first started going into lockdown back in March.  It seemed that 
everyone, from complete novices to experienced gardeners, wanted to start, revitalise, or 
expand their veggie patch.  Things have calmed down a bit now, but we could barely keep 
some seeds and seedlings in stock for a while there!

For the first-time veggie gardeners, our role has been more than just selling plants, we’re 
educators.  I’ve found that both kids and adults are very keen to learn.  Tending to plants or 
just being outside in the garden takes people’s minds off other worries.  For a lot of people, 
gardening is almost like meditation.

I’ve also spent more time in the garden over the past few months.  I usually leave large parts 
of my veggie patch dormant under a green crop in winter, but this year has been a little 
more active.  I’ve planted broccoli, cauliflower, spinach, onions and potatoes among other 

A passion for gardening things. Brussels sprouts are more popular 
with some family members than others but 
they’ve been a great crop this year. 

I really think a vegetable garden is the 
perfect project for our current situation. 
Growing veggies teaches you patience 
and a sense of humour about things that 
are completely out of your control, such 
as the weather. Plus there is nothing more 
satisfying than walking out to the garden, 
picking something you’ve grown yourself, 
then cooking it up for dinner. 

John van der Horst has been a well-
known local at Acorn Nursery in 
Canterbury Road for three decades, 
and recently had a starring cameo role 
on ABC TV!  He can be contacted at  
info@acornnursery.com.au  
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154 UNION RD., SURREY HILLS 
03 9888 4644 

interdrape.com.au 

I N T E R D R A P E  
I N T E R I O R S  

 

 

• Decorating Service 

• Curtains & Blinds 

• Furniture 

• Reupholstery 

• Accessories 

SHOWROOM 

M – F    9 – 5 

SAT   10 – 2 

 

 

 

673 Canterbury Rd, Surrey Hills
(03) 9890 3162

acornnursery.com.au
Shop in store or online.

THIS SPRING
LET US HELPYOUR
GARDEN BLOSSOM

You Matter to us – volunteering 
to support your community
You Matter was established under an auspice arrangement with the Surrey Hills 
Neighbourhood Centre in September 2019, and has now registered as a charity in its 
own right.  We are grateful for the continuing support from the Surrey Hills 
Neighbourhood Centre in our endeavours to support women and families escaping 
domestic violence by helping them to set up functional and welcoming homes.

The world is going through a challenging time and, amid the pandemic, we have 
experienced levels of social upheaval that many have never experienced.  For families 
affected by domestic violence, this can pose an increased risk, as external stressors are 
heightened, and support networks are weakened.  We are very proud of the support that 
the Surrey Hills community has shown and given to this cause, in terms of volunteering 
their time and also through donations of much needed goods and funds.

Mont Albert Road/Hamilton 
Street pedestrian crossing unsafe
I am very concerned about the safety of the Mont Albert Road pedestrian crossing near 
Hamilton Street, having witnessed people driving through the red light on several 
occasions.  I've been in touch with the Whitehorse Council who sent a traffic engineer to 
review the crossing.  She said she is satisfied with the visibility of the crossing, so attributes 
the transgressions to driver behaviour.  However, it is obvious where a major problem lies.  
If you are turning right out of Hamilton Street toward Union Road, it is impossible to see 
the red stop light which is meant to protect pedestrians.

In order for the council to investigate 
further, they need to understand the scope 
of the problem, so they need to hear from 
more people who are aware of this problem.  
I suggest anyone else who has witnessed 
this dangerous safely issue get in touch 
with Whitehorse Council by emailing 
customer.service@whitehorse.vic.gov.au 
or you can submit a photo through the Council 
website www.whitehorse.vic.gov.au/report 

Anna O’Brien is a resident of  
Mont Albert and can be contacted  
at anna_obrien@hotmail.com 

We held a very successful Volunteer Information Evening at the Surrey Hills 
Neighbourhood Centre before lockdown for those who were interested in hearing 
about all the different opportunities there are for volunteering with us.  Volunteer roles 
range from collecting furniture, fixing and tidying furniture and household items, sorting 
goods, setting up homes for victims, through to administrative roles, IT, marketing, 
events, and fundraising roles.

As You Matter provides a critical support service, we are still carrying on our important work  
during this period, so email your interest to volunteer at volunteer@youmatter.org.au  
or if you wish to support You Matter through donating funds please donate through  
our website www.youmatter.org.au  Please follow us on Facebook and  
Instagram @youmatter.org.au and LinkedIn through You Matter (Aus) Ltd.

Maxine Gross, is Director of Marketing and Fundraising at You Matter and can be 
contacted at maxine@youmatter.org.au

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, ABN 11 068 049 178 AFSL 237879.  
S48951-11 (231749_v2) (19/11/2014)

Surrey Hills Community Bank® Branch
107 Union Road, Surrey Hills

Phone 9890 7188 or visit 
bendigobank.com.au

Helping our 
community grow.

Tony and Anthony Chiodo
Anne,  Aisha and Oliver.

150 Union Road, Surrey Hills, 3127

Tel: 9836 7631   Fax: 9836 0077

Mon - Fri  7.00am - 6.00pm
Sat  7.30am - 12.30pm

Hung Le and Uyenvy Le
(formerly Mitton’s Pharmacy)

Experience what  
community pharmacy is all about 

Proudly supporting Surrey Hills

152 UNION ROAD, SURREY HILLS 
TEL 9888 5544

Surrey Hills

fgi
369 Mont Albert Road
Mont Albert  3127
ph  8589 1223

Sports MouthguardsSports Mouthguards

If I’m fortunate to live to 90 when 2020 sees the door open to the third phase of my life.  
Doorway 2020 I did not foresee.  My adult children and their partners are marked this year 
by job worry and/or being stood down and/or retrenchment.  Grandchildren are confined, 
unable to explore their world, chafing to get out.  We are no different to thousands and 
thousands of other families.  On the east coast of Australia, there is no end in sight yet to this.

Altogether, through this enduring tough experience, COVID-19 is teaching us as a 
community so much in so many ways.  Human beings cannot assume everything is 
fixable quickly, able to be banished when we wish it so.  The invented technological world 
cannot outfox and conquer nature.  Without stable public health for our community, the 
structures of our world break down - sometimes so unexpectedly and so suddenly.  We 
must prioritise above all else our health and wellbeing, without it we are fragile.

Yet, this unanticipated year is also showing layers of ‘silver lining’.  Time for self naturally 
makes space for introspection and reflection, and a rethink of our personal values and 
how we live.  Unhurried time with those we are closest to is precious time for deeper 

What does one say about 2020? connection, even via Zoom if we cannot physically be together.  Time at home sees us 
recognise sanctuary, and to value the simple human routines and comforts that enfold 
and support us.

In our local communities we remind ourselves we are indeed all in this together, and a 
visible wellspring of kindness arises as we look out for those around us.  Together we 
human beings are one human family.  As we endure, we learn aspects of love:  acceptance, 
fortitude, caring for others, hope, and faith.

A quote from the recent 2020 Nelson Mandela Annual Lecture:  “COVID-19 is a human 
tragedy.  But it has also created a generational opportunity.  An opportunity to build back 
a more equal and sustainable world”.  The United Nations Secretary General’s inspiring 
lecture outlines the tasks ahead of us, and that with commitment humanity will rebuild 
better and stronger than ever before.  Hold steadfast within.  This too shall pass.

Kerry, a Surrey Hills resident of nearly 30 years, hosts the Women’s Reflection Circle 
fortnightly in the Maitland Room of Cottage at the Centre, and she looks forward to 
resuming when the Centre is able to reopen.


